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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

WLANmall Leaps Into Top 10 of Security Dealer & Integrator (SD&I) FAST50

Company ranks in top 10 of fastest-growing security dealers/integrators in North America;
growth driven in part by mobile platform solutions and new customers in law enforcement and

municipalities

Los Angeles, April 14, 2015 – WLANmall, a leading supplier of IP video, wired and wireless connectivity

solutions announced that they placed in the Top 10 of the prestigious SD&I Fast50, a list of fastest

growing security dealers and integrators in North America. WLANmall, ranked 28th on last year’s SD&I

FAST 50, specializes in offering technically advanced, cost efficient wired and wireless IP surveillance

networks for enterprises, municipalities, law enforcement agencies and education.  The company has

seen a dramatic increase this year in interest from customers who want to monitor IP cameras over

various mobile clients, multi-site distributed systems and IP access control with tight integration in to their

Video Management Software (VMS).

SD&I’s Fast50 program is considered the industry’s premier best practices and ranking program that

recognizes the fastest-growing security resellers across the entire landscape of security systems

contracting, from alarm dealers and installers to systems integrators. The rankings are calculated using a

balance of percentage growth and revenue growth over a three-year-period.

“WLANmall is honored to again be recognized by SD&I, alongside other impressive companies in the

security industry, and we are thrilled to be ranked in the Top 10 this year,” said Ronen Isaac, vice

president of WLANmall. ”This award validates our core principles to a two-prong growth strategy: building

our customer base in new areas—including local law enforcement for both covert and overt

surveillance—and providing comprehensive and optimal security and surveillance solutions with the

excellent service and support that our existing customers have come to expect.”

Since 2006, WLANmall has been delivering end-to-end IP surveillance network solutions, including

wireless access points and bridges, IP cameras, video management software (VMS), servers, storage



networks and more, from top vendors including Milestone Systems, Sony, Axis, Cambium, Exalt, Radwin,

Dell and Brocade.

About WLANmall

WLANmall, offers end-to-end, best-of-breed solutions from dozens of vendors to help IT manager,

product development teams and wireless service provider deploy the most advanced wireless LAN, IP

video surveillance, MAN and WAN networks available. Its parent company, Continental Computers, has

been helping businesses design and deploy customized, cost-effective network connectivity solutions

since 1984. Visit www.conticomp.com or www.wlanmall.com or follow us on Twitter: @ask_wlanmall,

Facebook: http://on.fb.me/10RwlN0 or on LinkedIn: http://linkd.in/12npUez.


